
Butterfly Grove Necklace
Project N1009   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Megan Milliken

An eye-catching laser cut purple wooden butterfly pendant hangs from beige pleather cord with cute little polka dot ceramic beads in this
necklace. Quick and easy to make, it'll bring to mind springtime strolls and a world in bloom.

What You'll Need

Beige Pleather Cord 2mm (Faux Natural Color Leather) 3 Meters
SKU: XCR-4125
Project uses unit_type=package pieces=1

Maple Wood Laser Cut Butterfly Pendant With Purple Stained Cutout 37x52mm
(1)

SKU: BWD-7452
Project uses unit_type=piece pieces=1

Golem Studio Ceramic Round Bead Lime Green Polka Dots 14mm (2)
SKU: BWC-265
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=2

Golem Studio Ceramic Round Bead Light Blue Polka Dots 14mm (2)
SKU: BWC-266
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=2

Antiqued Brass Open Jump Rings 7mm 18 Gauge (50)
SKU: FJR-5179
Project uses unit_type=pieces pieces=2

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp
SKU: XTL-5700

Instructions:
1. Begin by cutting a 3' length of 2mm beige pleather cord.

2. Place a 7mm, 18 gauge antique brass plated jump ring onto each of the holes in a maple wood laser cut butterfly pendant with
purple stained cut out. Thread your cord through the jump rings to hang the pendant.

3. Make an overhand knot in the cord about 2 1/2" up from the pendant on either side. Slide a lime green Golem Studio ceramic polka
dot round bead onto each side of the cord above the knots.

4. Make an overhand knot directly after each lime green bead.

5. Make an overhand knot in the cord about 2" up from the last knot on either side. Slide a light blue Golem Studio ceramic polka dot
round bead onto each side of the cord above the last knots.

6. Make an overhand knot directly after each light blue bead.

7. Bring the ends of the cord around, making the necklace into a loop with the ends overlapping. Tie an overhand knot about 1 3/4"
from the end of one of the cord ends, catching the other strand of cord in the middle of the knot. Repeat with the other cord end.
See photo for more information on how the knots should be arranged.

8. Pull the knots nice and tight. You can then slide the knots back and forth on the strands to adjust the length of your necklace.

If you try, you will be able to undo the knots in the sliding clasp on this necklace, but as long as you leave them alone,
they should hold. If they do come loose, simply re-tie them.

Variations

Use a different colored butterfly pendant, with different cord and beads to give your necklace a different look.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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